
 

An Elder Statesman – Bob Peacock 
Having spent three years racing pigeons locally within Ellesmere Port and generally getting to know 

the area and the people who fly within it can open up new avenues of interest as well as new 

friends. Since writing for the Port news I have been to some of the local lofts but not all. “Why”? You 

may ask. Not all are winners but even in a competitive club such as the Victoria HS where everybody 

mucks in and compete, not all win and or get the accolades of glory.   

A lot of people who were fanciers and local stalwarts are still today residing in the area and still keep 

abreast of what is happening locally even they may not see current fanciers that often. This article 

was initiated by a well-known local ex-fancier Vic Chadwick. Vic had read an article of mine that had 

asked for any information relating to local racing pigeon history and or fanciers. Vic rang and told me 

about Bob Peacock, “you should meet and talk to Bob” was Vic’s advice. This I did and I spent an 

enjoyable couple of hours listening to tales of yesteryear. What was refreshing was not once did Bob 

say “I won this or I did that” he just reminisced of days gone by and people and friends that he 

misses. 

Bob Peacock has resided in the Port area most of his life, married to Ann his wife of some 54 years 

with two children Collette and Ian and four grandsons. Bob is now 78 years young and a little 

unsteady on pins these days (his words) says he disposed of his pigeons and loft some ten years ago, 

having been diagnosed with a faulty heart valve Bob had to undergo open heart surgery to have the 

main aortic valve replaced. Not wishing to be a burden on anyone and to give himself some peace of 

mind he disposed of everything that had been a major part of his life and resigned from his local club 

where he had been secretary for numerous years. 

In his time racing his pigeons Bob has done heaps of jobs required to enable the racing of pigeons 

locally not least as driving the federations training wagon for a number of years. He remembers 

vividly “we could take two thousand pigeons three times a week to Shrewsbury, and that was just 

training” Bob also remembers one of his great friends Ronnie Millington. “Ronnie was one of the 

local ace fanciers” Bob recalls “along with his brother Harold”. The Millington Brothers will form part 

of a compilation piece I am putting together about the area, but these names have cropped up all 

over the Wirral when speaking to fanciers about years gone by. 

The Millington Brothers were great fanciers locally and had got their stock pigeons predominantly 

from the Doran brothers of Chester. “Those Doran brothers pigeons were great pigeons” Bob 

informs me “Harold Millington was the quiet man with regard to pigeons, you never knew what he 

was doing or what he was up to always kept quiet, it was rumoured even in the fifties that Harold 

would visit the Doran’s and pay £5 back then for eggs from the stock pigeons. I doubt it was £5 for 

one egg but still he was definitely buying eggs” he recalls. 



Bob’s best friend was Ronnie Millington, Bob and Ronnie spent years training the local pigeons with 

the fed transporter and plenty of time when not training was spent in each - others company talking 

about pigeons. I asked Bob what is probably an unfair question “who was the best fancier out of the 

two brothers” Bob thought for a moment and then smiled while reminiscing before replying “well, 

Ronnie was my best mate, so I am extremely biased, but I and a lot of others around the Port will tell 

you that Harold was probably the most committed and probably the best fancier”. 

What don’t you miss about your hobby Bob was asked “well I don’t miss grown men moaning and 

arguing that’s for sure”? “Do you know” Bob begins “we would take two thousand pigeons three 

times a week to Shrewsbury training” “Two thousand pigeons mind” he reiterates, “they can’t 

muster that in the local fed today”. “We would let them go in Shrewsbury and drive back to the Port. 

You can guarantee that by the next morning or at least the next basketing for training someone 

would start moaning about the toss”. “You shouldn’t have let them go at this time or that time”. 

“God only knows what it must be like to be a conveyer; I couldn’t and wouldn’t ever be a conveyer! 

You are wrong and berated when there is an issue or poor returns, but your nothing and nothing 

said when you give them perfect race”. “You can’t win with some pigeon men” 

“Do you know” Bob starts on again, “the best conveyer in the business anywhere in Britain today is 

right under your noses here” Bob states. “Dave Cotgreave has been conveying the local pigeons as 

long as I can remember and one thing you need to be a good conveyer is knowledge that is gained 

from experience and in Dave Cotgreave you have it in abundance”. “Do you know people talk of 

great fanciers and great performances even you as a scribe write about them, I will tell you this, you 

have the best there is locally and while you have him keep him and cherish him because you would 

not want to experience racing in the twenty first century without Dave Cotgreave”.  

That is quite a fitting tribute and yes it does make you take stock and reflect. What I can say is that 

since I have been in the area and racing my pigeons if and when our federation takes a bump or bad 

race (which is not that often) we are never on our own and have liberated before or after others 

who end up in the same boat. Dave Cotgreave has been through some of his own personal 

challenges in recent years but is still today the West Cheshire Conveyer and I would add what Bob 

states keep at it Dave the federation and local fanciers need you.   



 

 

 

 

 

An old liberation from April 4th 1989. The Liverpool Federation liberating at Hereford 

 

Photo: twenty five years ago the North Wirral Federation Transporter 

and conveyer Tony Anderson (Swede) sitting. Dave Cotgreave Conveyer 

West Cheshire Federation standing. Preparing for liberation at Frome 

6th May 1989. 



 

Another topic Bob would raise was the local federation coming together; you need birds that are 

coming into the same area racing together. When the Welsh had the great Welsh North Road Fed 

liberating in Shropshire or Cheshire they bossed the liberation times and we all kept away. Same as 

the Up North Combine today everyone gives them plenty of room to get away. This area with North 

Wales, the Wirral, and Cheshire even over the Mersey you could be sending thousands weekly. You 

only need to section it or keep everyone individual identity as in their federation names and go as a 

combine even if you give them small interval liberations like the UNC do and have some big combine 

events at the end of the year.  

You would definitely see a difference in your young bird returns. Problem with this is the people big 

fish small pond syndrome. It will come but by then there will only be a couple of thousand pigeons 

going from the area I just described. It need’s sorting and sorting now.  There are some great clubs 

and great people in area I described they should start talking now to get it to happen in the next 

couple of years. 

I would bet you still have the moaners in the sport today, the people who are quick to judge and 

rather than say nothing, voice an opinion that changes from week to week dependent on their own 

results, the pigeon fancier can be a fickle beast and although I miss my pigeons and some club mates 

I don’t miss the moaner and the “know it all fancier”. The best fanciers for me are the quiet men, 

respectful men. 

Locally today I don’t get out much and so I don’t get to see any of the fanciers I flew with or against. 

That said I would like to mention and thank Vic Chadwick. Vic was an excellent fancier when he flew 

pigeons, he still keeps his finger on the pulse today and is where I get my local information from. Vic 

also along with his wife will collect both Ann and myself every Wednesday and takes us out for our 

lunch, this is something we both look forward to weekly and for this he has my upmost and sincere 

thanks.  



 

More Ellesmere Port Elder Statesmen from the past 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 



 

 

Bob Peacock – One of the Elder Statesmen of Ellesmere Port 

Today Bob misses his birds but admits his age and health would not allow him to keep his pigeons as 

he would like or want to, also Bob states “I don’t think I could ever get better pigeons than I had 

back then”. Bob was the first in the area to introduce the Buschearts to the Ellesmere Port area. 

Purchased for £35 per youngster in 1976 he bought the birds that would then shape the future 

locally not only for himself but for others around him. Some he sold, he remembers and some he 

gave to his friends. “My memory is not was it was says Bob”. 

Bob remembers one pigeon in particular a hen that used to nest right by the door. This was a 

nuisance but he gave her some patience and sent her to Nantes, Bob was to miss this hen arrive 

while playing in the garden with his kids (then youngsters) he looked up from laying on his back in 

the garden to notice this hen on the trap laying down with her wing out sunning herself “god only 

knows how long she was there” he recalls. She won the race and even managed to breed some 

youngsters that were to prove good racers and breeders for the Millington Brothers. 

These birds (unknown to the locality at the time) would revolutionise racing within the area. Bob had 

heard and read of a fancier in Kent who was racing a strain of pigeon known as Buschaerts, Ron 

Hallam of Belvedere was the fancier. He took the first three in the London and South coast Combine 

from Bergerac with over 4000 birds entered. This was a remarkable performance on its own, but 

when you realise that there were only 4 birds home on the day it put it into a new perspective. 



Bob made contact and ordered the pigeons. The rest is history the birds arrived and performed so 

well that these pigeons were the pigeons that were to replace the Doran brother’s pigeons in the 

Millington lofts and many others locally.  

Bob reflects before I left him, would he ever consider racing or keeping pigeons again. I had pigeons 

at the bottom of my garden most of my life. When I went into hospital I had the birds and loft 

removed, that was some ten years since. I recall Ann saying to me do you know we had been in that 

house some twenty six years and it was the first time she had ever seen the back garden wall. You 

don’t think of little things when you are caught up in this hobby as it can take over your life. My 

health and age won’t let me keep or race pigeons again but if I did ever get the chance I doubt very 

much I could find any pigeons to match or be anywhere as good enough to do what the Buschearts 

did for me and my friends when they arrived in the Port.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


